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New Acquisitions for a New Year
Americana, January 2022

A Case of Enslaved Persons “attempting to escape to the Enemy”
During the Civil War,
and the Prosecution of a Free Man of Color Who Helped Them
1. [African Americana]: [South Carolina]: [MANUSCRIPT PETITION IN
THE CASE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA v. JOHN DURR
AND GEORGE DURR “FREE PERSONS OF COLOR,” FOR THEIR ALLEGED ROLE IN ENCOURAGING AND AIDING IN THE ESCAPE OF
AN ENSLAVED WOMAN AND HER TWO CHILDREN]. [Colleton District,
S.C. 1863-1864]. [5]pp. of manuscript in total, written on both sides of a 16¼ x
10¾-inch sheet of tan paper, two sides of a folded folio sheet of blue paper, and
one side of an octavo sheet of blue paper. Old folds. A few minor chips to edges
of larger folio leaf with minor loss at top affecting a few words and archival tape
repair to center horizontal fold. A few minor chips to edge of folded folio sheet,
light tanning overall. Very good.
A small but fascinating collection of documents centered on Elias B. Scott’s petition to South Carolina Governor M.L. Bonham, requesting that he commute the
state’s sentence against John Durr, a free African American man who was accused
of aiding in the escape of an enslaved woman and her two children. John Durr’s
conviction was based largely on accomplice testimony, i.e. that of the woman he
helped escape, and he received a very harsh sentence of solitary confinement and
regular lashing. This case ultimately resulted in the commutation of Durr’s sentence,
and seems to be a very rare instance of legal procedures being carefully followed
in the case of a convicted African American in Civil War-era South Carolina.
John Durr and George Durr, “free persons of color,” were accused of aiding William
Durr (also a “free person of color”) to incite Sally and her two children Manda
and Allen to “runaway, abscond, and leave the service of their master the said
George Muckinfuss.” While the two other Durrs were apparently given lighter

sentences (not mentioned here), John was sentenced “to be taken to Walterboro
Jail and there kept in solitary confinement for three years. And to receive fifty
stripes [lashes] on the bare back, this day, and to receive fifty stripes on the bare
back on the first Monday in February, then to receive fifty stripes at the expiration
of every Three Months until the term of his imprisonment ends.” This brutal
sentence amounted to a total of 600 lashes. By the time of this appeal behalf,
John Durr had already served ten months of his sentence and received 200 lashes.
The prosecution’s case rested solely on the testimony of Sally, who had been
captured along with the Durrs. As Scott’s petition notes, “the only testimony
adduced against the prisoner [John Durr] was that of one of the captured slaves,
who tho not legally an accomplice, was at least morally a particeps criminis [i.e.,
accomplice in crime], & her statement should have been received by the jury with
all the caution and distrust which attaches to a witness who testifies under the
conviction that her own guilt & punishment would be lessened in proportion as
she could establish the guilt of the accused.” Scott continues, “according to the
rules of Evidence & the practice of the Courts, the testimony of an accomplice is
not sufficient to carry conviction, unless corroborated by other testimony in the
material circumstances of the case.” Finally, even if “the guilt of the Prisoner was
established beyond a doubt, your Petitioner earnestly submits that the sentence of
the Court is ‘cruel and unusual,’ not justified by the spirit of the Law, and calls
for executive interference.”
Attached to Scott’s petition is a note from one of the jurors, Thomas Muckinfuss
(a relative of the slave owner George Muckinfuss), adding his support to the
petition: “I certify that the negro woman, slave of Mr. Muckinfuss, the chief witness on the part of the prosecution...was influenced by the fear of punishment,
and it is my opinion that the testimony was insufficient to warrant a verdict of
guilty.” Notably, Scott (1805-72) was no abolitionist, and in fact was a member
(for St. Paul’s District) of the South Carolina Secession Convention that ratified
the Ordinance of Secession in 1860. He also enlisted in the Confederate Army,
and was excused from the Convention for military service on a few occasions.
The petition was ultimately successful, and Governor Bonham commuted the
sentence. John Durr (1802-78) went on to be a class leader at the Methodist
Episcopal Church South in Saint George, South Carolina. Petitions of this kind
were uncommon in the South, and commutations were even rarer, especially
during the Civil War.
Journal of the Convention of the People of South Carolina, Held in 1860, 1861 and
1862... (Columbia: R.W. Gibbes, 1862).
$5000.
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A collection of five bookseller catalogues issued by bookseller, publisher, and bibliographer William Gowans, here including numbers
nine (1850), ten, eleven (both 1852), fifteen (1856), and seventeen
(1858). Gowans’ Antiquarian Bookstore, focusing on Historical
Americana, was a fixture in the 19th century New York City rare
book world. At his open shop in Manhattan, Gowans sold books to
major literary figures of the day including his one-time housemate
Edgar Allan Poe, Herman Melville, President Millard Fillmore, the
Audubons, and many more, and issued about one catalogue each
year from 1842 to 1870. The contents of his shop were auctioned
off in 1871 accompanied by a sixteen-part sale catalogue of over
two thousand pages.

Bookseller Catalogues of an Early New York Americana Dealer
2. [Bookseller Catalogues]: Gowans, William: [FIVE MID-19th-CENTURY
CATALOGUES FROM MAJOR NEW YORK ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER WILLIAM GOWANS]. [New York: William Gowans, 1850-1858].
Five catalogues. 32; 32[4]; 36; 24; 40pp, including woodcut street map or printer’s
device on first page of each issue. Gathered signatures, stitched, backed in colored
paper or cloth. All lightly tanned and soiled, with some wear to spines. Occasional
small closed tears to margins. Very good. One catalogue untrimmed.

Each catalogue’s front page features several quotations about the
importance of books and booksellers and a woodcut street map
showing his store’s address (which changed twice over this run).
The entries in these catalogues are generally terse, noting only
title, date, format, and price, although he occasionally appends a
brief note or quotation, much more frequently in the later catalogues than the
earlier. Particularly interesting are his notes about authors he has met: Gowans
was dealing in books published much closer to his own time than most modern
antiquarian booksellers, and he is eager to share entertaining personal anecdotes
about works and authors including ex-Sheriff Joseph Parkins of London and the
poet John Howard Payne (both in catalogue eleven). An entertaining and informative look into the early Americana trade in the United States.
William Loring Andrews, The Old Booksellers of New York and Other Papers (New
York, 1895), pp.3-29.
$750.

P.P.I.E. Album Featuring Original Promotional Photos
of Edison, Ford, and Others
3. [California Photographica]: [PROMOTIONAL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
WITH LARGE ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF PENNSYLVANIA’S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION IN 1915]. [San
Francisco. 1915]. Twenty-seven mounted photographs, twenty-one of them approximately 7¾ x 9¼ inches, the other six approximately 6¾ x 4½ inches each. Each
photograph with a manuscript caption, each album leaf with tissue guard. Oblong
quarto. Original limp faux leather photograph album. Edges and corners rubbed,
lower half of spine perished. Some images a bit spotted or faded, but mostly crisp.
Very good.

An interesting composite album featuring original photographs of Pennsylvania’s contribution to the 1915 World’s Fair in San Francisco, most likely produced and sold for
promotional purposes. The Panama-Pacific International Exposition (P.P.I.E.) was
hosted by San Francisco in 1915 in celebration of the completion of the Panama Canal,
although it was as much about showcasing San Francisco’s recovery from the 1906 earthquake as the canal. This album begins with photographs of the Pennsylvania Building
and Gardens, then continues with original photographs of many of the events that took
place there, including a children’s dance performance for Education Day, the speeches of
many notable politicians of the day including Vice President Charles W. Fairbanks, and
a series of photographs of individuals and groups posed with the Liberty Bell, ranging
from celebrities such as Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, and Chief Little Bear to an unnamed group of Chinese girls, the “Chinese Commission” to the Exposition, and military
officers from Pennsylvania. Each photograph is supplied with a manuscript caption in
a neat hand naming the individual or event pictured. While the main subject of each
photo is usually posed, many of the images capture candid moments of audience members
and on-lookers, conveying a sense of the excitement and joy felt by those attending the
exposition. An interesting first-person look at one slice of the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
featuring original photographs of a number of America’s important political and economic
figures of the early 20th century.
$3000.

by Dana J. Pratt, then Director of Publishing of
the Library of Congress; the volume is signed by
both Pratt and Robert E. Abrams, president of
Abbeville Press, on the titlepage verso.
Catlin first published his North American Indian
Portfolio in two issues in London in late November
1844. The first issue was handcolored, the second
had tinted plates. Both London editions are now
very rare, but they are known in roughly tenfold
the number of the incredibly rare American edition,
evidently published without Catlin’s knowledge or
consent in New York in 1845. It is a milestone in
lithography in the United States. It was issued in
a handcolored edition on paper, in a handcolored
edition on card, and in a tinted edition on paper.
On the verso of the half title (in this reprint), the
1845 publisher, James Ackerman, proudly states
that he is happy to prove that American work can
be the equal of anything produced in Europe.

4. Catlin, George: CATLIN’S NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN PORTFOLIO.
HUNTING SCENES AND AMUSEMENTS OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
AND PRAIRIES OF AMERICA. FROM DRAWINGS AND NOTES OF
THE AUTHOR, MADE DURING EIGHT YEARS’ TRAVEL AMONGST
FORTY-EIGHT OF THE WILDEST AND MOST REMOTE TRIBES OF
SAVAGES IN NORTH AMERICA. New York: Abbeville Press, 1989. [26]pp.
plus thirty-one plates. Half title. Folio. Three-quarter burgundy morocco with
white linen boards, burgundy morocco gilt label on front board, spine gilt with
raised bands. Mild shelf wear. Near fine.

Catlin’s North American Indian Portfolio contains
the results of his years of painting, living with, and
travelling among the Great Plains Indians. Catlin
described the American Indians as “an honest,
hospitable, faithful, brave, warlike, cruel, revengeful, relentless, – yet honourable, contemplative
and religious being.” In a famous passage from
the preface to the London edition of his North
American Indian Portfolio, Catlin describes how the
sight of several tribal chiefs in Philadelphia led
to his resolution to record their way of life: “the history and customs of such a
people, preserved by pictorial illustrations, are themes worthy of the lifetime of
one man, and nothing short of the loss of my life shall prevent me from visiting
their country and becoming their historian.” He saw no future for either their
way of life or their very existence, and with these thoughts always at the back of
his mind he worked, against time, setting himself a truly punishing schedule, to
record what he saw. From 1832 to 1837 he spent the summer months sketching
the tribes, and then finished his pictures in oils during the winter. The record he
left is unique, both in its breadth and also in the sympathetic understanding that
his images constantly demonstrate. A selection of the greatest of images from
this record were published in the North American Indian Portfolio in an effort to
reach as wide an audience as possible.

A limited edition facsimile reprint of the first American edition of Catlin’s famous
North American Indian Portfolio, first published in London in 1844. This is copy
419 of 950. This copy also reproduces six additional plates from the London 1844
edition not included in the New York 1845 edition. It includes an introduction

A fine reprint of a book that is almost unobtainable now.
WAGNER-CAMP 105a:3 (ref). BENNETT, p.22 (ref). HOWES C243 (ref).
REESE, STAMPED WITH A NATIONAL CHARACTER 25 (ref). REESE,
BEST OF THE WEST 81 (note).
$1250.

Handsome Modern Facsimile of the New York Edition

General Orders for the Union’s Forces in Louisiana,
Focusing on Crime and Glory,
Including Several Relating to African-American Soldiers
5. [Civil War]: MILITARY DIV WEST MISS. SERIES OF 1864 [cover title].
New Orleans. 1864. [88]pp., irregularly paginated, with some duplications. Several orders signed in manuscript. Individual sheets, gathered and stitched,, with
a front wrapper and spine made of lined paper with manuscript title. Exterior
somewhat soiled, internally very clean. Unobtrusive horizontal tear to all three
leaves of General Orders no. 89. Very good.
An unusual collection of thirty-five General Orders and Circulars issued in
1864, several of them signed in manuscript by the relevant officers, relating to
the Union Army’s Military Division of West Mississippi, headquartered in New
Orleans. The orders cover a wide variety of topics, including the establishment
of an ambulance corps for the army, the retrieval of lost company flags, and an
order to stop plantation owners from exploiting their formerly enslaved workers
or from escaping to places outside of the Union’s influence.
The greater part of the orders collected here, however, are the proceedings of
various courts martial. Among the various present are embezzlement (punished
by a fine), desertion (sentenced to execution, commuted to five years’ hard labor),
the murder of a Louisiana local by a black soldier (found guilty of all charges
and executed), the murder of an Indiana soldier by a Louisiana local (found not
guilty and released), and the case of one Antonio Dias of Texas who “did, on
or about the 14th day of June 1864, use very many obnoxious epithets, to wit:
the Mexican word ‘Cabron,’ and many others words, and did strike his superior
officer, 1st Lieutenant A. Texxier” before also beating him with a heavy stick
and further “using many opprobrious epithets.” Dias was found guilty, but his
sentence was reduced to a two month suspension as the particular charges of
“obnoxious and opprobrious epithets” were stricken; whether because of a lack of
evidence or because the court found them appropriate to Texxier, we may never
know. There is also an order concerning the promotion of Major J.B. Cook, an
African-American officer, “in consideration of the gallantry displayed by him on
that day, when, with his men dismounted, and having nothing but Railroad ties
for a path, he charged over the Big Black Bridge (near Canton, Ms.) in the face
of a heavy fire, drove off the rebel force stationed on the opposite shore behind
a strong stockade, and destroyed the bridge, by which the main line of the rebel
General Hood’s communication with his depots in south Mississippi and Alabama
were effectually cut off. The Major General, commanding the Department of
Mississippi, styles this affair as ‘one of the most daring and heroic acts of the war.’”
Of additional interest is the paper used for the front wrapper and to reinforce
the spine, which is lined military ledge paper containing fragments of manuscript
notes relating to the discipline of soldiers, with some legible snippets including
“deserted dec. 4, 1863,” and “sentenced Feb. 12 to Tortugas for 3 years, by Provost
Court.” An extensive collection of highlights from this group of rarely-found
General Orders, with a focus on dramatic events in the courts and in the field.
OCLC 5639406 (complete run for 1864).
$1750.

The State of Affairs in British North America in the 1740s and 1750s
6. [Colonial America]: [SAMMELBAND OF FIVE IMPORTANT PAMPHLETS
CONCERNING COLONIAL AMERICA, INCLUDING A GEORGIA TRACT
BY WHITEFIELD, TWO IMPORTANT WORKS BY NORTH CAROLINA
LANDOWNER HENRY McCULLOCH, AND SEVERAL RELATING TO
ISSUES THAT LED TO THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR]. London
or Edinburgh. 1748-1755. Five works bound in one volume (detailed below).
Contemporary half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, raised bands. Some wear
to extremities, corners bumped, boards just starting to separate at head of spine
(but still strong). Armorial bookplate of Sir William Forbes on front pastedown.
Manuscript table of contents in a contemporary hand on front free endpaper. Very
good. In a blue half morocco slipcase and cloth chemise, spine gilt.
A significant compilation of five important tracts relating to the British colonies
in North America on the verge of the French and Indian War, assembled by a
noted Scottish financier. Included in this volume is a work by George Whitefield
on Georgia and the value of the British colonies in North America, two tracts by
Henry McCulloch on strengthening the colonies and improving relations with
Native Americans, and two other works on the balance of power in North America
among European nations. This volume bears the bookplate of Sir William Forbes
of Pitsligo (1739-1806), an important Scottish banker and authority on finance.
The volume is comprised of:
1) Whitefield, George: A Brief Account of the Rise, Progress, and Present Situation,
of the Orphan-House in Georgia. in a Letter to a Friend. Edinburgh: Thos. Lumiden and Company, 1748. 16pp. plus folding letterpress table. Rare early
Georgia account, with an unrecorded folding table. The folding table, titled
“An Account of the Orphans, and Por [sic] Children, that have been Maintained and Educated at, and are now in, the Orphan House at Georgia,” is
unrecorded by De Renne, Sabin or ESTC. It lists the children’s names, their
parents or guardians, dates taken in or placed out, to whom sent, and places
of abode. SABIN 103501. ESTC N15764. De RENNE, p.125.
2) [Little, Otis]: The State of Trade in the Northern Colonies Considered; with an
Account of Their Produce, and a Particular Description of Nova Scotia. London:
G. Woodfall, 1748. 84pp. Half title. Inscribed by the author to Mr. Stone, on
half title. “This pamphlet was written to demonstrate the value of the North
American colonies to Great Britain, and in order to encourage trade with
them....The fact of the importance of settling affairs in the newly acquired
colony of Nova Scotia was raised, and its value as a barrier against the French
in Canada and Louisbourg was stressed” – Lande. HOWES L388. KRESS
4916. LANDE 539. SABIN 41523. TPL 209.
3) [McCulloch, Henry]: The Wisdom and Policy of the French in the Construction of
Their Great Offices, So As Best to Answer the Purposes of Extending Their Trade
and Commerce, and Enlarging Their Foreign Settlements. With Some Observations in Relation to the Disputes Now Subsisting Between the English and French

Colonies in America. London: R. Baldwin, 1755. [2],133pp. A rare pamphlet
by London merchant and North Carolina land speculator Henry McCulloch,
recommending better treatment of the Indians, and a closer alliance with
the Five Nations. McCulloch was the second largest land holder in North
Carolina after Lord Granville and lived in the colony for seven years, serving as a commissioner of revenues from the Carolinas. Upon his return to
London he authored two pamphlets concerning the American colonies in
the hopes of receiving another appointment. Both are rare. SABIN 43122.
HOWES M77. ESTC T83636.
4) [McCulloch, Henry]: A Miscellaneous Essay Concerning the Courses Pursued by
Great Britain in the Affairs of Her Colonies: With Some Observations on the Great
Importance of Our Settlements in America, and the Trade Thereof. London: R.
Baldwin, 1755. [2],134pp. Rare pamphlet by a prominent North Carolina
landowner, one of the earliest advocates of a union of the American colonies.
In this tract he argues that the independent governments of the various colonies make it difficult to formulate a united commercial and defense policy,
and calls for the establishment of a board of trade to regulate commerce
and to increase the authority of the Crown. He also recommends better
treatment and closer alliances with the Indians, especially the Iroquois, to
balance the French threat. McCulloch (or McCulloh) was the second largest
land holder in North Carolina after Lord Granville and lived in the colony
for seven years, serving as a commissioner of revenues. Upon his return to
London, he authored two pamphlets concerning the American colonies in
the hopes of receiving another appointment. Both are rare. An important
political statement at the beginning of the French and Indian War, written
by a prominent resident of North Carolina. HOWES M75. SABIN 43123.
TPL 6416. THORNTON 8080. ESTC T57084.
5) [Anonymous]: State of the British and French Colonies in North America, with
Respect to Number of People, Forces, Forts, Indians, Trade and Other Advantages....
London: A. Millar, 1755. [2],190 [i.e. 150]pp. Without the map found in very
few copies. An important pamphlet, written as two letters, placing the blame
for the situation in North America on the bad management in America as
well as Europe, and including remarks on Washington’s mission to the Ohio
and the importance of that region and the claims of the French, with some
material on Nova Scotia. The anonymous author draws upon the writings
of Archibald Kennedy and Cadwallader Colden, and on Franklin’s Observations Upon the Increase of Mankind (then circulating in manuscript, but as yet
unpublished), and William Smith’s Brief State of Pennsylvania. John Huske
was incensed by the present work, especially by the author’s impartiality and
the criticism of the British colonists’ treatment of the Indians, and voiced his
anger in his Present State of North America, published the same year. “This
anonymous work is a calm and dispassionate statement of the case of England
against the encirclement policy of France. In emphasizing the importance of
the Indians to the English, the author exposes the abuses which the Indians
had suffered at the hands of the colonists” – Streeter. Quite rare. HOWES
S903. SABIN 90601. JCB I:1092. STREETER SALE 1011. ESTC T45619.
LANDE 809. TPL 241.
$47,500.

Rare Circular Calling for Confederate Militias in the Southwest
7. [Confederate Imprint]: Magruder, John B.: CIRCULAR. HEAD QUARTERS, DISTRICT OF TEZAS [sic], NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA [caption title]. Houston. November 23, 1863. Broadside, 17¾ x 5½ inches, printed in
two columns. Light horizontal crease. Slightly tanned and foxed, small chips to
edges, one small horizontal tear into text area without loss. Very good.
Rare and fascinating circular from Confederate Texas asking citizens to form
militia units. “The Major-General Commanding most earnestly requests that
the good citizens of every County of the State, organize themselves without
delay, into companies for the protection of their homes and the defence of the
country against both domestic and external enemies.” Most of the content of this
circular deals with the logistics and legal distinctions involved with these militia
companies. Each county was expected to furnish one to two companies of sixtyfour men with three officers if possible; the companies were required to furnish
their own arms and equipment, although ammunition would be supplied by the
government. In addition, a full roster was to be sent to headquarters “in order
that these companies, if captured, may be regarded as prisoners-of-war,” county
jails were ordered to be used for the detainment of deserters and “suspicious
characters” (to be reimbursed on the transfer of prisoners to Houston), and all
members were required to submit a signed oath of allegiance to the Confederate
States of America, to be filed with the roster. Also reprints the Adjutant and
Inspector General’s general orders 86 and 96 regarding conscription, originally
issued in 1863 on June 22 and July 20, respectively. The broadside was issued
under the aegis of Major General John B. Magruder, commander of the District
of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona, whose rule was characterized by a disregard
for civil liberties and a strong enforcement of the draft.
OCLC records only a single copy, at the Boston Athenæum. Parrish & Willingham
seem to list this broadside twice, locating copies at the University of Georgia,
Texas State Library, University of Texas, and the National Archives. A rarity of
both Texas and Confederate imprints.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 1392, 1393. OCLC 731006258.
$2500.

A Pulitzer-Winning Artist’s Indictment of Lynching:
One of Thirty Copies,
and with a Significant Presentation Inscription
8. Duffy, Edmund: MARYLAND, MY MARYLAND! [Baltimore. ca. 1931].
Lithographic print, 21¾ x 15½ inches. Mounted on board. Slightly tanned
and foxed. Artist’s presentation inscription and limitation statement in lower
margin. Very good.
One of thirty copies of this dark and dramatic lithographic print depicting the
lynching of Matthew Williams in Salisbury, Maryland in 1931.
Williams worked as a laborer for a wealthy factory owner, Daniel J. Elliott, in
town and was charged with murdering his boss over a wage dispute, although
some uncorroborated accounts claim it was Elliott’s son who committed the crime
and pinned it on Williams. Williams himself had been shot in the altercation
and was taken to the hospital, where a mob of over two thousand broke through
the doors and forcefully dragged him to the courthouse where he was hanged.
His body was then carried into town, doused in gasoline, and burned. The print
depicts Williams hanging from a tree with his hospital bandages still around
his head. His body is twisted in pain, and in the background a group of small
figures stands next to a bonfire raising guns or other objects above their heads.
The artist of this piece, Edmund Duffy, was a multiple Pulitzer-prize winning
cartoonist who often targeted racist groups and hate crimes with his work. A
colleague of Duffy’s once noted that he had “an immense capacity for hatred,
but his hatred [did] not rise to incandescence except when turned on injustice”
(Harrison, p. 28). The artist worked for the Baltimore Sun and H.L. Mencken
between 1925 and 1948 (where his first printed cartoon admonished President
Coolidge for his limp response to Klan activities) and is perhaps best known
for his editorial cartoons surrounding the Scopes Monkey Trial. The Baltimore
Sun covered the story of Williams’ lynching extensively. Duffy’s decision to use
the title of Maryland’s state song for the title of his depiction of this vicious
hate crime as a further indictment of his fellow Marylanders, along with angry
comments from Mencken, led to riots and public protests – not against the
crime, but against the paper. This copy of Maryland, My Maryland is inscribed
by Duffy to the novelist Joseph Hergesheimer and dated 1932. Hergesheimer
was also a friend of Mencken’s whose ornate and elaborate prose garnered both
great praise and scorn in the 1920s and 30s.
No copies of this print are listed in OCLC, though we are able to find copies
at the National Museum of African American History and Culture and the H.L.
Mencken Collection at the Enoch Pratt Free Library in Baltimore. A bold and
striking indictment of the mob violence that was taking place in America well
into the 20th century, printed in only a handful of copies. Rare and important.
S.L. Harrison, The Editorial Art of Edmund Duffy, p.117.
$6750.

First American Work on Prisons
9. [Eddy, Thomas]: AN ACCOUNT OF THE STATE PRISON OR PENITENTIARY HOUSE, IN THE CITY OF NEW-YORK. New York: Printed
by Isaac Collins and Son, 1801. 94,83-97 [i.e., 109]pp. (as issued), including two
folding text tables, plus two large folding plates. Early paper backstrip and contemporary marbled boards. Spine repaired with matching paper, boards rubbed,
corners worn. Bookplate of Charles George Moller, Jr. on front pastedown. Minor
occasional foxing, short unobtrusive worm track in gutter of about twenty pages.
Good. Untrimmed.
The first native American work on prisons, written by the country’s first prison
director. The author, Thomas Eddy, was a Quaker merchant who was jailed for
his Loyalist tendencies during the American Revolution. He worked as an insurance underwriter and later made a fortune in speculation, and was one of the
leading advocates of the Erie Canal, becoming one of the project’s commissioners.

After 1796, Eddy devoted himself to social causes. According to the DAB, Eddy
“was apparently interested in or actively associated with most of the progressive
movements of his day.” Imbued with humanitarian ideas coupled with his own
brief experiences behind bars, Eddy persuaded the New York legislature to fund
Newgate Prison, a new state penal institution in Greenwich Village, where he acted
as inspector and agent. This book, describing the building and the ideas behind
it, is called by the DAB “an important document in the history of prison reform.”
Eddy served as the director of Newgate Prison until 1804, when he resigned
after disputes with other prison officials. The folding plates in the present work
show an elevation of the prison, notable as one of the first detailed architectural
elevations published in the fledgling United States, and a floor plan of the prison,
which shows the western wall of the prison abutting the Hudson River.
SABIN 21816. DAB VI, p.15. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 431.
$1250.

A Legendary Rarity of Tennessee
10. Haywood, John: THE NATURAL AND ABORIGINAL HISTORY OF
TENNESSEE, UP TO THE FIRST SETTLEMENTS THEREIN BY THE
WHITE PEOPLE, IN THE YEAR 1768. Nashville: Printed by George Wilson, 1823. viii,390,liv pp. Half title. Contemporary tree calf, spine gilt, brown
morocco gilt labels. Wear and rubbing to boards, old repair to upper portion of
rear board, corners bumped, joints cracked (but still strong), later tape reinforcements to hinges. Contemporary ownership inscriptions on front pastedown, front
free endpaper, and titlepage, modern bookplates to front and rear pastedowns.
Moderate foxing and tanning throughout. Good plus. In an orange half morocco
slipcase and chemise, spine gilt.
First edition of Haywood’s substantial account of the natural and aboriginal history
of Tennessee. A judge in Davidson County and one of the pioneering historians of Tennessee, Haywood wrote the companion volume entitled The Civil and
Political History of the State of Tennessee, From Its Earliest Settlement Up to the Year
1796, also published in 1823. In addition to providing much information about
the Indians of Tennessee, the author attempts to demonstrate the relationship
of Native Americans to the Caucasian race. He also includes details regarding
Mexicans, Hindus, Persians, Peruvians, Cherokees, Chickasaws, and Natchez
Indians. “In this book, now exceedingly rare and highly prized, the author has
brought together a very large number of curious facts, relating to the origin and
character of the natives of his State, prior to the settlement by the whites. He
does not favor the hypothesis of great antiquity in the Indian nations of America,
and believes in their common origin with the Caucasian race. He describes with
great minuteness and care the relics of the race which once inhabited the territory, its utensils, skeletons, crania, and fortifications, most of which he appears
to have personally inspected” – Field.
This is one of the most difficult Tennessee books to acquire, especially in unsophisticated condition.
SABIN 31085. FIELD 670. HOWES H359, “b.” CHURCH 1325. STREETER
1659. SIEBERT SALE 371. ALLEN IMPRINTS 562. AII (TENNESSEE) 121.
STREETER SALE 1659.
$15,000.

The Relocation Authority Commends Japanese-American Troops
11. [Japanese Americana]: NISEI IN UNIFORM [wrapper title]. [Washington
D.C.]: U.S. Government Printing Office, [ca. 1944]. [24]pp., profusely illustrated,
including numerous photographic illustrations. Quarto. Original pictorial wrappers,
stapled. Wrappers somewhat soiled and worn, small pen mark to front wrapper.
Interior evenly tanned. Very good.
A promotional booklet from the U.S. Government detailing the achievements of
“Nisei” soldiers (Japanese Americans born in the United States) during the Second World War. This booklet was issued by the War Relocation Authority, and
several captions and photographs present a propagandized view of the internment
camps from which many of these soldiers volunteered or were recruited. JapaneseAmerican soldiers are shown training, on active field duty, and at leisure, along
with sometimes detailed captions describing those pictured. There is also a longer
article describing the actions of the 100th Battalion, the first Japanese-American
unit to see active combat, and several shorter articles or newspaper extracts about
the heroic deeds of Nisei soldiers. A collage of newspaper headlines on the rear
wrapper conveys some of the tone, including “Jap-American Soldiers Prove Worth
in Combat.” Throughout the text, Japanese Americans are referred to as “Japs”
while the Japanese enemy are called “Nips.” One article is headlined “Stigma
of ‘Jap’ Is Resented by U.S. Japanese,” while another article about a soldier who
“fought bravely until both eyes were blown out by a land mine” is headlined “Pfc.
Omiya Proves His Americanism.”
An uncommon and interesting piece of pro-Japanese propaganda issued by the
Relocation Authority even while its subjects were being “evacuated” to camps
across the country.
$750.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

“...the first humorous book produced West of the Alleghanies [sic]” – Howes
12. Littell, William: FESTOONS OF FANCY, CONSISTING OF COMPOSITIONS AMATORY, SENTIMENTAL AND HUMOROUS, IN VERSE
AND PROSE. Louisville: From the Press of William Farquar, 1814. [2],179,[1]
pp. Contemporary three-quarter calf and paper-covered boards. Calf and boards
heavily worn, paper partially perished on boards, substantial chips to upper outer
corner of both boards. Moderate to heavy foxing throughout, as usual. Minor
marginal loss to a few leaves (one just touching a few letters), closed horizontal
tear across five leaves neatly and unobtrusively repaired. Contemporary ink notes
and ownership inscriptions on endpapers. Withal, a good copy, in original condition. In a half morocco and cloth clamshell case, spine gilt.
One of the great rarities of early midwestern books, here in an entirely unsophisticated copy, in the original binding. The author, William Littell, was a prominent
Kentucky lawyer with a taste for satire and poetics. His first published work, An
Epistle from William, Surnamed Littell, to the People of the Realm of Kentucky, was
issued in Frankfort in 1806 and reprinted in Festoons of Fancy.... According to
the DAB, these works were “of such a character to bring him into disrepute and
to give him a reputation for flippancy and scurrility that he never succeeded in
living down.” In fact, they are lively political satire, and it seems unlikely that
Littell suffered the castigation that the priggish DAB biographer suggests.
This copy bears contemporary ink notes and ownership inscriptions of Samuel
Cooper, a Louisville resident, on the endpapers. The notes read “Samuel Cooper
his Book price 75 cents – 1818,” “August 4 1818 Coopers” and “Mr. Saml Cooper’s
Book Bought in Louisville Price 75 cts 1818,” providing significant provenance
and early price information.
“Festoons of Fancy is not only the first important book of poems printed west of
the Alleghenies, but it is almost certainly the first book of any kind printed in
Louisville” – Streeter. Howes calls it “the first humorous book produced West of
the Alleghanies [sic].” Quite rare in the market, this is only the second complete
copy ever offered by this firm. No complete copies are listed in auction records
since the Streeter copy, which sold to Goodspeed’s for $2,000 in 1967.
STREETER SALE 1648. HOWES L378, “c.” GRAFF 2508. AII (KENTUCKY)
507. KENTUCKY HUNDRED 35. JILLSON, RARE KENTUCKY BOOKS,
p.52. JILLSON, EARLY KENTUCKY LITERATURE, p.53-55. COLEMAN,
KENTUCKY RARITIES 78.
$15,000.

A Segregated Unit Serves with Distinction in France
13. Mason, Monroe: Furr, Arthur: THE AMERICAN NEGRO SOLDIER
WITH THE RED HAND OF FRANCE. Boston: The Cornhill Company,
[1920]. 180pp. plus frontispiece and six plates. Half title. Original red cloth.
Light shelf wear, spine slightly faded, small stains to rear board. Scattered minor
foxing and creasing. Very good.
First-hand account by two members of the segregated 372nd Infantry who were
sent to France in 1918 as reinforcements for the French 157th Division, also known
as the “Red Hand Division.” The unit saw grueling combat on the Western Front
in Champagne and the Meuse-Argonne offensive, where a monument now stands
to honor the 579 casualties suffered by the 372nd in the fighting there. Furr
and Mason produced this account shortly after the war not only to commemorate
their comrades, but to highlight the achievements of segregated units and to “be
a forerunner of greater things coming from authors who will never cease giving
to the world testimony to destroy racial animosities.” Along with the narrative
of their unit’s service in France are several plates reproducing photographs of
the soldiers and their officers as well as several appendices, including a record of
events for one night in Argonne, statistics about segregated units and U.S. military
demographics, a complete list of African-American officers in the United States
Army during the war, and more. The 157th Division’s General Order 234 gave
them special commendation:
“In transmitting to you with legitimate pride the thanks and congratulations of
the General Garnier-Duplessis, allow me, my dear friends of all ranks, Americans
and French, to thank you from the bottom of my heart as a chief and a soldier
for the expression of gratitude for the glory which you have lent our good 157th
Division. I had full confidence in you but you have surpassed my hopes.
“During these nine days of hard fighting you have progressed nine kilometers
through powerful organized defenses, taken nearly 600 prisoners, 15 guns of different calibres, 20 minenwerfers, and nearly 150 machine guns, secured an enormous
amount of engineering material, an important supply of artillery ammunition,
brought down by your fire three enemy aeroplanes. ‘THE RED HAND’, sign of
the Division, thanks to you, became a bloody hand which took the Boche by the
throat and made him cry for mercy. You have well avenged our glorious dead.”
An uncommon and significant record of African-American military heroism in
the Great War.
$1750.

Rare Print of the Pennsylvania House of Refuge’s New Campus
14. McArthur, John, Jr.: VIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR WHITE
CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF REFUGE. LOOKING FROM THE
SOUTH WEST. [with:] VIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR COLORED
CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF REFUGE. LOOKING FROM THE
NORTH WEST [caption titles]. Philadelphia: P.S. Duval & Son’s Lith., [1858].
Two lithographic images printed on one sheet, 14¼ x 12¼ inches. Central horizontal fold. Sheet somewhat edgeworn and creased, several closed tears in edges
(repaired on verso with tape). Light staining and foxing, images almost untouched.
Very good.
An interesting artifact of the workshop of an important Philadelphia lithographer,
this sheet brings together two views of famous Philadelphia architect John McArthur Jr.’s design for the new campus of Pennsylvania’s first juvenile reformatory.
First established in 1828 by leading Philadelphia merchants and philanthropists,
the House of Refuge was a place for youth under the age of twenty-one to receive
rehabilitation rather than punishment. The print shows the exterior view of
department buildings including the girls’ and boys’ dormitories; girls’ work and
sitting room; boys’ workshop; and the officers’ rooms. The buildings, located
between Parrish and Brown streets between 22nd and 24th streets, opened in
1850. The buildings pictured here were also the first time the House of Refuge
was expanded to accommodate non-white children. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the
reformatory didn’t quite live up to its founders’ aspirations, and an investigation
in 1876 found considerable evidence of abuse and shady dealings by the board,
who nonetheless faced no repercussions. The reformatory continued operations
(as well as its history of abuse) as the Glen Mills School until 2019, when the
Pennsylvania Department of Human Services revoked all of its licenses and ordered an emergency evacuation of all students.
These designs won McArthur his first prize in a competition, and he afterwards
became one of the nation’s most prominent architects, perhaps best known for
designing Philadelphia City Hall. He also designed numerous temporary buildings
during the Civil War, after which he became Superintendent of Federal buildings
in his home city. These two views were used as frontispieces for the Thirtieth
Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the House of Refuge (Philadelphia: Printed
by Henry B. Ashmead, 1858). This copy likely reveals how they were printed two
to a sheet before being separated for binding. We locate copies of these prints
only at the Boston Athenaeum, Library Company of Philadelphia, and Library
of Congress, all of which are separated and catalogued as individual prints rather
than still joined. An attractive pair of prints of an important American’ architect’s
work, in a rare unseparated state.
WAINWRIGHT LITHOGRAPH COLLECTION 426, 427.
$875.

Deluxe Edition of McClellan’s Posthumous Defense
15. McClellan, George B.: McCLELLAN’S OWN STORY THE WAR FOR
THE UNION THE SOLDIERS WHO FOUGHT IT THE CIVILIANS
WHO DIRECTED IT AND HIS RELATIONS TO IT AND TO THEM.
New York: Charles L. Webster & Company, 1887. [4],xiv,678,[2]pp. including
thirteen in-text maps and illustrations. Frontispiece. Original three-quarter leather
over maroon cloth, spine gilt in six compartments, red- and gilt-stamped emblem
of the Army of the Potomac Society on front board. Some shelf wear, top outer
corner of rear board more heavily scraped. Minimal toning and foxing. Very good.
A very bright and clean copy of the deluxe edition of George McClellan’s posthumously published defense of his command during the Civil War. While McClellan
was frequently criticized for his conduct of the war during his lifetime, he rarely
made public rebuttals; these memoirs are decidedly more defensive, and he makes
use of public and private documents to staunchly oppose his critics and defend
his actions. McClellan had been working on his memoirs for years, including a
major setback when the manuscript was destroyed by fire in 1881, although he
never intended for them to be published before his death. McClellan himself
believed that his reputation had more to do with politics than performance,
writing in his preface: “I have thus far abstained from any public reply to the
various criticisms and misrepresentations of which I have been the subject, and
shall probably preserve the same attitude during the remainder of my life....up
to within a brief period, party feeling has run so high that the pathway for the
truth has been well-nigh closed, and too many have preferred to accept blindly
whatever was most agreeable to their prejudices, rather than to examine facts.”
Regardless, his memoirs may not have been as successful a defense as he hoped;
in The War for the Union, Nevins writes that “Students of history must always be
grateful McClellan so frankly exposed his own weaknesses in this posthumous
book.” (The War for the Union, vol. I, p. 24).
NEVINS II, p.73.
$600.

A Remarkable Sammelband of Early Treaties of the Republic of Mexico
16. [Mexican Treaties]: [COLLECTION OF THIRTY-FOUR TREATIES
BETWEEN MEXICO AND OTHER NATIONS MADE BETWEEN 1822
AND 1862, INCLUDING IMPORTANT PRINTINGS OF THE GADSDEN
PURCHASE TREATY, THE TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO, AND
THE TREATY WITH SPAIN WHICH FORMALLY RECOGNIZED MEXICAN INDEPENDENCE. WITH A TWO-PAGE MANUSCRIPT INDEX].
[Various places, see below. 1822-1862]. Various paginations, enumerated below.
Most of the treaties are in folio format, with a few (noted below) in octavo. Entire collection bound in a single folio volume of 19th-century three-quarter red
calf and marbled boards, spine gilt, raised bands. Boards worn and rubbed, later
repairs to corners, joints starting to crack but still strong, spine ends chipped
and worn with previous amateur repair to head of spine. Occasional chipping to
edges of pages, some foxing, tanning, and occasional light soiling throughout.
Bookplate on front pastedown (Colección Monclau), occasional manuscript annotations throughout. Overall very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco
and cloth slipcase, gilt leather labels.
A fascinating and important collection of Mexican treaties, including eighteen
made within the first twenty years of Mexico’s independence from Spain, and
also including the exceedingly rare Mexican printing of the Gadsden Purchase
Treaty, and the official Mexican printing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
ending the Mexican-American War. In all, the collection charts the progress of
Mexican international relations and diplomacy in the first forty-one years after
independence and comprises treaties with the United States (ten in all), European
powers (nineteen total, including their former mother country, Spain), and other
South American nations (five). Although the origin of this volume is unknown,
it was quite possibly compiled by a member of the Mexican government or of the
Mexican diplomatic corps in the mid-19th century.
As noted, a highlight of the collection is the extremely rare Mexican printing
of the Gadsden Purchase Treaty of 1853, by which the United States created its
present southwestern border and Mexico gave up parts of what are now presentday southern Arizona and New Mexico. The United States had also pressed for
the states of Sonora and Baja California as well, but Mexico did not accede to
that demand. The official Mexican printing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
(one of only 500 copies, according to Palau) is also present. Also included is
Mexico’s 1823 treaty with Colombia – the first that newly-independent Mexico
made with another nation, as well as the 1826 treaty with Great Britain, which
was the first Mexican treaty with a European power. Several of the treaties with
Britain include articles by which Mexico agrees to end the slave trade. Mexico’s
treaty with Spain of 1838 – by which Spain formally recognized Mexican independence and made peace with her break-away colony – is included here in the
rare official folio edition. Many of the treaties of the 1820s and ‘30s carry clauses
accommodating the relative inequality of Mexican commerce and shipping vis à
vis the United States and European powers.

A list of the treaties, conventions, and other documents follows, in the order in which they are bound:
1) [Mexico-German States Treaty]: Tratado de Amistad, Navegacion y Comercio Celebrado Entre la
Republica Mexicana y los Reinos y Estados Goberanos
de Alemania.... [Mexico City. 1856]. [2],14pp.
including blank, printed in double columns in
Spanish and German Fraktur. Folio. General
commercial treaty between Mexico and nineteen
German states, including some, such as Prussia
and Saxony, with whom treaties already existed,
and numerous smaller principalities.
2) [Mexico-Hanseatic League Treaty]: Ministerio de
Relaciones Esteriores y Gobernacion...un Tratado
de Amistad, Navegacion y Comercio Entre Esta
República y las Ciudades Libres y Anseáticas de
Lubeck, Bremen y Hamburgo...[caption title].
[Mexico City. 1842]. 11pp., printed in double
columns in Spanish and French. Folio. Commercial treaty between Mexico and the Baltic
and the north German ports of Lübeck, Bremen, and Hamburg.
3) [Mexico-Belgium Treaty]: Tratado de Amistad,
Navegacion y Comercio Celebrado Entre la Republica
Mexicana y S.M. El Rey de Los Belgas. [Mexico
City. 1862]. 12pp., printed in double columns in
Spanish and French. Folio. Commercial treaty
between Mexico and Belgium.
4) [Mexico-Sardinia Treaty]: Tratado de Amistad,
Navegacion y Comercio, Entre la Republica Mexicana y S.M. El Rey de Cerdeña. [Mexico City.
1856]. [2],10pp., printed in double columns in
Spanish and Italian. Folio. Commercial treaty with Sardinia, then including
northern Italy. PALAU 339396.
5) [Mexico-Chile Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del Esterior. El Vice-Presidente de los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos...un Tratado de Amistad,
Comercio y Navegacion Entre los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y la República de
Chile...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1833]. [4]pp. Folio. The first Mexican
treaty with Chile, and the second with a South American power, after Gran
Colombia in 1825. Not in Palau.
6) [Mexico-Colombia Decree]: Primera Secretaría de Estado. Núm. 21. La Regencia
del Imperio Se Ha Servido Dirigirme el Decreto Que Sigue...Que el Imperio Mexicano Reconoce Solamente a la Nacion Colombiana en la Clase de Potencia Libre e

Independiente...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1822]. [4]
pp. including blank. Folio. With manuscript notarial
mark next to the printed signature of José Manuel de
Herrera, the first Minister of Foreign and Internal
Relations for Mexico. Rare decree of the interim
Regency government of Mexico recognizing the
independent nation of Colombia, soon after both
countries gained their independence from Spain.
This is likely the first diplomatic document between
Mexico and Colombia. The word “solamente” in the
title is a typographical error for “solemnemente,”
with the error corrected here in a contemporary
manuscript hand. OCLC 957349639.
7) [Mexico-Colombia Treaty]: Primeria Secretaria de
Estado. Seccion de Estado. El Presidente de los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos...[caption title]. [Mexico City.
1825]. [5]pp. Folio. Mexico negotiated a treaty
of amity and commerce with the new republic of
Colombia in the fall of 1823, but it was not ratified
until September 20, 1825, and printed immediately
thereafter. This is the first treaty between Mexico
and another power, and probably the first treaty of
Gran Colombia as well (which then encompassed
Ecuador and Venezuela as well as Colombia).
8) [Mexico-Colombia Decree]: Primera Secretaría de
Estado. La Regencia del Imperio Se Ha Servido Dirigirme
el Decreto Que Sigue...[caption title]. [Mexico City.
1822]. [4]pp. including blank. Folio. With manuscript
notarial mark next to the printed signature of José
Manuel de Herrera. Additional decree ordering
formal ceremonies and an artillery salute to Colombia’s independence, set forth in number 6 above.
9) [Mexico-Denmark Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de
Estado. Departamento del Esterior...un Tratado De Amistad, Navegacion y Comercio
Entre Los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y Su Magestad el Rey de Dinamarca...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1829]. [9]pp., printed in double columns in Spanish
and French. Folio. This treaty of amity and commerce with Denmark was
negotiated in 1828 and ratified in 1829.
10) [Mexico-Spain Treaty]: Tratado Definitivo de Paz y Amistad Entre la Republica
Mexicana y S.M. Catolica. [Mexico City. 1838]. [7]pp. Folio. Certainly the
most important Mexican treaty before Guadalupe Hidalgo, this treaty with
Spain officially recognized that Mexico was now independent from the mother
country, established peace between the two countries (they had technically
been at war since the Revolution), agreed to conclude treaties on claims and

commerce, and settled other differences. This official folio printing is not
in Palau, who notes only a quarto printing of 1843. PALAU 339375 (another
Mexico printing).
11) [Mexico-Spain Treaty]: Secretaria de Estado y del Despacho de Relaciones Exteriores...una Convencion Entre Esta República y la España...[caption title]. [Mexico
City. 1854]. [5]pp. Folio. With manuscript notarial mark next to the printed
signature of Manuel Diez de Bonilla, Secretary of International Relations.
This convention, negotiated between 1851 and 1854, sought to settle outstanding differences between Spain and Mexico, mainly relating to claims
and commercial problems.
12) [Mexico-Spain Treaty]: Tratado Concluido en Paris el 26 de Setiembre de 1859,
Para Poner Término a las Diferencias Que Existian Entre México y España. [Mexico
City. 1859]. [8]pp. including blank. Folio. A circular issued by the Ministry
of International Relations to ministers throughout the Americas and Europe,
explaining the treaty recently concluded between Mexico and Spain.
13) [Mexico-Spain Decree]: Secretaria de Estado y del Despacho de Relaciones Exteriores...Miguel Miramon, General de Division y en Gefe del Ejército Nacional, y
Presidente Sustituto de la República Mexicana, a Todos los Que las Presentes Vieren,
Sabed...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1860]. [6]pp. including blank. Folio.
With manuscript notarial mark next to the printed signature of Octaviano
Muñoz Ledo, Interim Minister of International Relations. Decree ordered
by Miguel Miramon, briefly president of the conservative region following
the War of Reform, explaining the Mon-Almonte treaty recently signed by
Spain with Mexican conservatives as they sought support in their struggle
against liberal forces.
14) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del
Esterior...un Tratado Para la Demarcacion de los Limítes...[caption title]. [Mexico
City. 1832]. 5pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and English. Folio.
This brief treaty adds an extension to the 1828 treaty of limits, which contained a deadline on ratification, so as to allow its passage with the amity and
commerce treaty. Like the 1828 treaty and the amity and commerce treaty,
it was ratified in Mexico on December 1, 1832. MALLOY, p.1084.
15) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del
Esterior. El Escmo. Sr. Presidente...el Decreto...un Tratado de Amistad, Comercio y
Navegacion Entre los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y los Estados Unidos de América...
[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1832]. 21pp., printed in double columns in
Spanish and English. Folio. This is the second treaty between Mexico and
the United States, negotiated in 1831 and ratified in Mexico on December
1, 1832. The Mexican government had refused to sign a treaty of amity and
commerce until a boundary treaty had been concluded, and that treaty, negotiated in 1828, was ratified the same day. The clauses were fairly standard for
such a commercial treaty, with the interesting addition of a clause by which
the powers agreed not to incite hostile Indians to attack each other. Since
Texas was then a part of Mexico, this treaty applied to trade with Texas as

well, but Streeter fails to note a Mexican printing of the treaty, only listing
the Congressional printing. MALLOY, p.1085. PALAU 339368.
16) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado, Departamento
de Exterior...Que a Efecto de Facilitar el Cumplimienio del Art. 3.° del Tratado
de Límites Entre Estos Estados y los Unidos del Norte América...[caption title].
[Mexico City. 1836]. [4]pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and English. Folio. By this treaty, negotiated in 1835, the United States and Mexico
added a clause to the 1828 treaty of limits, agreeing to commissioners meeting
to survey the boundary of the U.S. and Mexico, especially along the Sabine
River. By the time this was ratified the point was moot; Texas had seized
independence and the Sabine boundary no longer existed. The day set for
ratification was, in fact, the same day as the Battle of San Jacinto. MALLOY,
p.1099. STREETER TEXAS 1257a.
17) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Ministerio de Relaciones Esteriores...Convencion
Para el Arreglo de Reclamaciones de Ciudadanos de los Estados-Unidos de América,
Contra el Gobierno de la República Mexicana...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1840].
[4]pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and English. Folio. This treaty,
the fifth chronologically between Mexico and the United States, attempted
to set up a structure for settling claims of citizens. Many U.S. traders in
Mexico had claims there, and many Mexicans who had lost property in the
Texas Revolution now made claims against the U.S. These nagging problems
received no real settlement here. MALLOY, p.1101.
18) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Tratado de Paz, Amistad, Limites y Arreglo
Definitivo Entre la Republica Mexicana y los Estados-Unidos de America...[second
titlepage, in English:] Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Boundaries, and Definitive
Settlement Between the United States of America and the Mexican Republic....
Mexico City: I. Cumplido, 1848. 55pp., printed in Spanish and English on
facing pages. The official Mexican printing of the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, ending the war of 1846-48 between the United States and Mexico,
and resulting in the formal cession of the entire Southwest and California to
the United States. Agreements were reached for the withdrawal of American
troops from Mexico, the payment of Mexican claims, and the formal cession
of territory (the U.S. had already occupied all of the land). The theoretical
boundaries were set out and arrangements for boundary commissioners were
made. By this treaty the U.S. made an addition of land only equaled by the
Louisiana Purchase and the Alaska Purchase. An important American treaty,
here in a scarce printing (only 500 copies, according to Palau). MALLOY,
p.1107. PALAU 339389. STREETER SALE 282.
19) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Tratado de Paz, Amistad, Límites y Arreglo
Definitivo Entre la República Mexicana y los Estados-Unidos de América, Firmado
en Guadalupe Hidalgo el 2 de Febrero de 1848, Con las Modificaciones Con Que Ha
Sido Aprobado por el Senado, y Ratificado por el Presidente de los Estados-Unidos.
Querétaro: J.M. Lara, 1848. 28pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and
English. Quarto. Partially unopened and untrimmed. “This is the text of the

treaty as signed at Querétaro 2 February 1848”
(Streeter) before final ratification. President
Polk sent the treaty to the Senate on February
22, and after several amendments, they approved
it on March 10. The final treaty, ratified by
Mexico, is item 18 in this list. HOWES M565.
COWAN II, 252. PALAU 339388. STREETER
SALE 281.
20) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Exposicion Dirigida
al Supremo Gobierno por los Senores Comisionados
Que Firmaron el Tratado de Paz Con los EstadosUnidos. Querétaro: J.M. Lara, 1848. 27pp. Quarto.
Unopened and untrimmed. According to Streeter,
this is part of item 19 above. Although it has a
separate imprint, it has continuous signatures
with the Tratado. The text is written by the
Mexican signatories, defending their cession
of California and New Mexico to the United
States and discussing the new boundary with
the U.S.; it also includes instructions for the
Mexican boundary commissioners. STREETER
SALE 281 (ref).
21) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Secretario de
Estado y del Despacho Relaciones Exteriores...un
Tratado Entre la República Mejicana y los Estados-Unidos de América...[caption title]. [Mexico
City. 1854]. [8]pp., printed in double columns
in Spanish and English. Folio. The extremely
rare official printing of the Gadsden Purchase
Treaty, agreed to on December 30, 1853, and
ratified the following year. By this agreement
the United States purchased what is now the
southern part of the states of Arizona and New
Mexico, thus securing the land needed for the
southern route of the transcontinental railroad.
The main U.S. negotiator, James Gadsden, had
attempted to buy Baja California and Sonora as well, but was rebuffed. This
was the last addition to the land mass of the continental United States, and
the eighth treaty chronologically with Mexico. MALLOY, p.1121.
22) [Mexico-United States Convention]: Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores...una
Convencion Postal Entre los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y Estados-Unidos de América...
[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1862]. [8]pp. including final blank, printed in
double columns in Spanish and English. Folio. Decree announcing a formal
postal convention between Mexico and the U.S.

23) [Mexico-United States Treaty]: Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores...un Tratado de Extradicion Entre los
Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y Estados-Unidos de América...
[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1862]. [4]pp., printed
in double columns in Spanish and English. Folio.
Extradition treaty between the U.S. and Mexico,
providing for the return of criminals to their respective countries. Notably, Article V stipulates that
the treaty does not “embrace the return of fugitive
slaves, nor the delivery of criminals who, when the
offence was committed, shall have been held in the
place where the offence was committed in the condition of slaves, the same being expressly forbidden
by the Constitution of Mexico....”
24) [Mexico-France Treaty]: Ministerio de Relaciones
Esteriores. El Escmo. Sr. Presidente...un Tratado de Paz
Entre Esta República y el Reino de Francia...[caption
title]. [Mexico City. 1840]. [3]pp., printed in double
columns in Spanish and French. Folio. This peace
treaty ended the so-called “Pastry War” between
France and Mexico. The French had blockaded
the main Mexican port of Vera Cruz in an attempt
to collect claims due French citizens. After landing troops, an agreement was negotiated and the
French withdrew.
25) [Mexico-France Treaty]: Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores. El Escmo. Sr. Presidente...una Convencion
Entre Esta República y el Reino de Francia...[caption
title]. [Mexico City. 1840]. [3]pp., printed in double
columns in Spanish and French. Folio. A convention
for the settlement of claims which had prompted the
French blockade of Vera Cruz.
26) [Mexico-Hanover Treaty]: Primera Secretaria
de Estado. Departamento del Esterior...un Tratado de
Amistad, Navegacion y Comercio Entre los Estados-Unidos
Mexicanos y Su Magestad el Rey de Hannover [sic]...[caption title]. [Mexico City.
1829]. 15pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and French and in Spanish
and English. Folio. Mexico’s campaign to establish good relations with the
major European powers continued with this treaty with a major German state,
agreed to in 1828 and ratified the same day as the Denmark treaty, October
29, 1829. Only the first two pages (in Spanish and French) relate directly
to Hanover, the rest being taken up by a printing of the Mexican treaty with
Great Britain of 1826 (item 27, below). Logical, if one remembers that the
British monarch, George IV, was also the King of Hanover at the time.

27 [Mexico-Great Britain Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado, Departmento
del Exterior...un Tratado de Amistad, Comercio y Navegacion, Con Dos Artículos
Adicionales Entre los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y Su Magestad el Rey del Reino
Unido de la Gran Bretaña e Irlande...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1827]. 12pp.,
printed in double columns in Spanish and English. Folio. The first treaty
between Mexico and a European power, this amity and commerce treaty was
negotiated in London in December of 1826 and ratified in Mexico on October
29, 1827. This was a significant diplomatic victory for England, which was
embroiled in Caribbean trade disputes with the United States (John Quincy
Adams closed American ports to British shipping from Caribbean colonies
the following year). The U.S. still lacked a treaty with Mexico at this point,
and this insinuated British influence against American expansion.
28) [Mexico-Great Britain Treaty]: Tratado Para la Abolicion del Tráfico de Esclavos,
Celebrado Entre la República Mexicana y S.M. Británica. [Mexico City. 1843].
[2],18pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and English. Folio. Part of
England’s crusade against the slave trade, this treaty was agreed to in 1841 and
ratified in 1843. Mexico had outlawed slavery upon gaining independence.
29) [Mexico-Great Britain Treaty]: Suplemento Al Num. 318 del Siglo XIX...Oficial.
Ministerio de Relaciones...Convention Between Her Britannick Majesty and the
Republick of Mexico, for the Settlement of Various Questions Now Pending Between
the Two Governments...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1861]. Broadside 23½ x
14¾ inches, printed on both sides in five columns in Spanish and English.
Folded. A circular summarizing additional articles related to Mexican debt
repayment to Britain following the Convention of London, which had been
signed the previous month.
30) [Mexico-Great Britain Treaty]: Alcance Al Numero 1793 de el Heraldo...Convention Between Her Britanic Majesty and the Republic of Mexico for the Settlement
of Various Questions Now Pending Between the Two Governments...[caption title].
[Mexico City. 1861]. Broadside 24¼ x 17 inches, printed on both sides in five
columns in Spanish and English. Folded. Another printing of the preceding
debt arrangement.

31) [Mexico-Netherlands Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del
Exterior...un Tratado de Amistad, Navegacion y Comercio Con un Artículo Adicional
Entre los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y Su Magestad el Rey de los Paises Bajos...
[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1829]. 9pp., printed in double columns in Spanish and Dutch. Folio. Treaty of amity and commerce between Mexico and
the Netherlands, negotiated in 1827 and ratified in 1829, the second treaty
between Mexico and a European power.
32) [Mexico-Peru Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del Esterior...
un Tratado de Amistad, Comercio y Navegacion, Entre los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos
y la República del Perú...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1833]. [5]pp. Folio. With
manuscript notarial mark next to Foreign Minister Carlos García’s printed
signature. The first Mexican treaty with Peru, and the third with a South
American power, following closely on the heels of the Chile treaty, being
ratified on November 20, 1833. This was very shortly after independence
was gained from the Spanish, and Peru still included Bolivia. PALAU 339369.
33) Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del Esterior...un Tratado de Amistad,
Navegacion y Comercio Entre los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y S.M. el Rey de Prusia...
[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1836]. 11pp. Printed double columns in French
and Spanish. Folio. With manuscript notarial mark next to Foreign Minister
José Maria Ortiz Monasterio’s printed signature. Treaty between Mexico and
the most important of the German states, ratified on April 16, 1836.
34) [Mexico-Saxony Treaty]: Primera Secretaria de Estado. Departamento del Esterior...un Tratado de Amistad y Comercio Entre los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos y
S.M. el Rey de Sajonia...[caption title]. [Mexico City. 1833]. [5]pp., printed in
double columns in Spanish and French. Folio. Another early Mexican treaty
with the German state of Saxony, following Hanover in 1829. As with that
treaty, the formal signatory was the British king (in this instance William
IV), who was descended from the House of Hanover.
A remarkable and extensive collection of treaties between Mexico and the United
States and powers in Europe and South America, recording the end of the Mexican-American War, settling the southwestern boundary of the United States with
Mexico, addressing the issue of the slave trade, and a host of other diplomatic
issues and concerns confronting Mexico in the decades following independence
from Spain.
$48,500.

boards a bit stained. Scattered minor foxing,
interior otherwise quite clean and unmarked.
Folding map is slightly wrinkled, but complete
and undamaged. Very good.

With a Large Folding Map Depicting the Entire State of New York
17. [New York State]: THE NEW-YORK STATE GUIDE; CONTAINING
AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF COUNTIES, TOWNS, CITIES, VILLAGES,
POST-OFFICES, &c. WITH THE CENSUS OF 1840; CANALS AND
RAILROADS, LAKES AND RIVERS; STEAMBOAT ROUTES, CANAL
ROUTES, RAILROAD ROUTES, STAGE ROUTES, AND TABLES OF
DISTANCES; WITH OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION. Albany: J. Disturnell, 1842. [2],72,[4]pp., plus handcolored folding map, 19 x 24 inches. 12mo.
Original brown cloth, stamped in blind and gilt. Light shelf wear, spine faded,

First edition of this map and guide for the
state of New York. The first sixty-eight
pages of this guidebook consist of tables of
the population and distance from Albany of
every town in New York State. The last four
pages list and describe “Celebrated Places of
Resort,” including New York City, Long Island, Sing Sing, West Point, Union
College in Schenectady, and Niagara Falls, among others. Additionally contains
a large and attractive hand-colored folding map of the state by J. Calvin Smith,
which also depicts the entirety of Connecticut and much of Massachusetts. Insets
on the map include New York City, Brooklyn, and the St. Lawrence River.
We are aware of another copy of this title mentioning a frontispiece “Map of the
Hudson River as far as Navigable,” but no such map appears in this copy, nor is it
in the Library of Congress copy, either of the two Rumsey copies, or mentioned
in the OCLC listing.
OCLC 9539240. RUMSEY 2808.001, 2808.002.
$850.

Training Mexican Teachers in the Nahuatl Language
18. Palma, Miguel Trinidad: GRAMATICA DE LA LENGUA AZTECA O
MEJICANA ESCRITA CON ARREGLO AL PROGRAMA OFICIAL PARA
QUE SIRVA DE TEXTO EN LAS ESCUELAS NORMALES DEL ESTADO.
Puebla: M. Corona, 1886. 126pp. Modern three-quarter black calf and marbled
boards, spine gilt. Occasional light foxing and light even tanning throughout, a
bit heavier to first and final leaves. Bookseller stamps in red ink on titlepage,
and p.[124], a few manuscript annotations and occasional underlining in red ink
throughout. Very good.
A straight-forward Nahuatl grammar for Spanish speakers, with verb conjugations, vocabularies, etc., created to serve as a textbook for Mexican state normal
schools training secondary school teachers in the late 19th century. As Miguel
Trinidad Palma explains in the introduction:
“El Gobierno del Estado, al establecer las Escuelas Normales para profesores
y profesoras, tuvo presente, sin duda, que en la mayor parte de los pueblos del
mismo Estado se habla el idioma azteca ó mejicano, y que en muchos de ellos el
castellano es casi desconocido; por este motivo quizá, y para facilitar la instruccion
primaria ordenó: que entre los ramos precisos que deben aprender los aspirantes al
profesorado, uno de ellos habia de ser el azteca, con la intencion seguramente de
que puedan hacerse entender de los alumnos que tuvieran en los pueblos indígenas
y conseguir de esa manera los deseos de propagar con facilidad la instruccion.
[The state government, when establishing Normal Schools for teachers, clearly
understood that in most of the towns the Aztec or Mexican language is spoken,
and that in many of them Spanish is almost unknown; for this reason, and to facilitate primary instruction, I order: that among the areas of study that aspiring
teachers must learn, one of them must be the Aztec language, so that they can
be understood by the students they encounter in indigenous towns and villages,
and so be able to effectively guide and encourage these students in their studies].”
The titlepage notes that Palma was “Profesor de Idioma Azteca en las Escuelas
Normales” as well as “Membro...de la Compañía Lancasteriana de Méjico,” an
organization based on the teaching method of Quaker educator Joseph Lancaster,
the “mutual teaching system,” whereby more advanced students were “rewarded”
for their success with the opportunity to teach younger and less advanced students.
The Lancasterian system came to Mexico in 1821 with Manuel Codorníu, private
physician to Juan O’Donojú, the last Spanish viceroy of New Spain. Codorníu
founded the Compañía Lancasteriana de Méjico in 1822, and was warmly welcomed as the government lacked sufficient funds for a comprehensive educational
program. Interest in the Lancasterian system waned toward the end of the 19th
century, and was finally discontinued by the administration of Porfirio Díaz in 1890.
While this grammar is fairly well-represented in institutional holdings, it is decidedly rare in the trade, with only one other copy appearing at auction in the
past century.
PALAU 210319. OCLC 6687792.
$2250.

A.M.E. Bishop’s Memoir, with an Important Provenance
19. Payne, Daniel Alexander: RECOLLECTIONS OF SEVENTY YEARS.
Nashville: Publishing House of the A.M.E. Sunday School Union, 1888. 335pp.
plus portrait frontispiece and eight plates. Original red cloth decoratively stamped
in black on the front board and spine, spine gilt. Expertly rebacked, with original
backstrip laid down. Ink ownership inscription on front pastedown belonging to
noted African American scholar John Wesley Cromwell (see below). Very good.
The very scarce autobiography of Daniel Alexander Payne (1811-93), an important
African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) bishop and the first to train formally in a
theological seminary for his duties, with an interesting provenance. This copy
bears the ownership signature on the front pastedown of J.W. Cromwell, dated
in the year of publication, 1888. John Wesley Cromwell (1846-1927) was born
into slavery in Portsmouth, Virginia; his father purchased his freedom in 1851.
Cromwell became an important lawyer, teacher, journalist, and civil rights activist in Washington, D.C. during the latter half of the 19th century. He helped
found both the Bethel Literary and Historical Society and the American Negro
Academy, and also periodicals such as the People’s Advocate. Daniel Payne was
also a founder of the Bethel Literary and Historical Society, and it is likely that
he and Cromwell were friendly. The text shows numerous marginal notes and
textual corrections in both pencil and ink written by John Wesley Cromwell,
and also perhaps his daughter, Otelia Cromwell, who inherited her father’s book
collection. Otelia Cromwell was the first African-American graduate of Smith
College and a professor of English Language and Literature, receiving her Ph.D.
from Yale in 1926.
Daniel Payne’s experiences at seminary made a lasting impression on him, and he
became an influential voice in advocating for the A.M.E. church’s interest in a
trained ministry. According to the Preface, Payne’s autobiography was compiled
and arranged by Sarah C. Bierce Scarborough and edited by Rev. C.S. Smith from
Payne’s own manuscript memoir, entitled Reminiscences of Threescore Years and Ten,
and over fifty years’ worth of Payne’s journals. The work includes an introduction
by the noted theologian, Rev. Francis J. Grimke, in which he writes glowingly of
Payne: “No man of our race has had a wider influence, or has contributed more
toward the intellectual, moral, and spiritual elevation of our people than the
author of these memoirs.”
Payne’s autobiography begins with his birth and childhood in Charleston, South
Carolina. He was born to free parents and his mother’s grandmother “was of
the tribe of Indians known in the early history of the Carolinas as the Catawba
Indians.” Payne’s parents made sure he received an education at a local school
run by the Minors’ Moralist Society from the age of eight, and Payne continued
to educate himself at home and at church; by the age of eighteen, he opened his
own school. After the Nat Turner Rebellion resulted in new laws forbidding the
education of free persons of color and enslaved people, Payne made his way north,
eventually aligning himself with the A.M.E. Church. He became the sixth bishop

of the organization in 1852, and served in that position until his death in 1893.
After the Civil War, Payne worked diligently to spread the A.M.E. Church in the
South, and met with great success, bringing a quarter million new adherents to
the church by 1877. In his later years, Payne helped found the Bethel Literary
and Historical Society and Wilberforce University.
Most of the plates in the present work are portraits of important African-American
ministers, including the photographic frontispiece of Payne himself. Others pictured were acquaintances of Payne’s, including noted South Carolina naturalist
(and Audubon collaborator) Dr. John Bachman; Rev. Peter Williams, the first
African-American Protestant Episcopal priest in the United States; Robert Purvis;
Rev. J.E. Pennington, the “first regularly educated Colored Presbyterian Minister
in the United States;” noted physician Dr. James McCune Smith; and engraved
portraits of some of Payne’s fellow bishops. There is also an engraved illustration
of the “Original Building” of Wilberforce University, which burned down in 1865.
An essential autobiography of a foundational figure in African-American religious
and cultural life in the 19th century, owned by a notable contemporary AfricanAmerican educator. Not in Work; Du Bois includes two Payne works in his 1905
Select Bibliography but not this one; and the Blockson Collection catalogue only
lists the 1969 Arno Press reprint (though Temple has since acquired a copy of
this first edition).
LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA 7504. BLOCKSON 8951 (ref).
$2750.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Rare and Important Contemporary History of Express Companies
20. Stimson, A.L.: EXPRESS OFFICE HAND-BOOK AND DIRECTORY,
FOR THE USE OF 1,200 EXPRESS AGENTS AND THEIR CUSTOMERS, BEING THE HISTORY OF THE EXPRESS BUSINESS AND THE
EARLIER RAIL-ROAD ENTERPRISES IN THE UNITED STATES. TOGETHER WITH SOME REMINISCENCES OF THE OLD MAIL COACHES
AND BAGGAGE WAGONS.... New York: Printed and Published by John K.
Stimson, 1860. [10],xvi,228,[10]pp. plus ninety-six leaves of advertisements and
plates, some printed on colored paper, some partially (and naively) handcolored
in pencil. Original half calf and printed orange paper-covered boards, expertly
rebacked with original gilt backstrip laid down. Corners worn, minor chipping
to edges, boards rubbed and slightly abraded. Contents largely clean, a few short
closed tears to bottom edge of text. Very good.
This is the third edition listed in Howes, following the first of 1858 (consisting
of only 40pp. and entitled History of the Express Companies...), a second that same
year (expanded to 287 pages), and a reprint of the second edition in 1859. A rare
volume containing much material concerning western express companies, including
Wells Fargo, and such other major companies as American Express. Also includes
hundreds of advertisements on about 100 pages, many of which are illustrated,
touting the services of various businesses, merchants, and industries, including
photographers, railroads, railroad agents, stationers, printers, booksellers, and many
more, with one ad touting a new invention – the artificial limb. The advertisements
are interspersed throughout the volume. One of them is Stimson himself, who
hawks his services as a “Produce Broker and Commission Merchant,” along with
John K. Stimson (at the same address and presumably his brother), who printed
the present work and whose advertisement identifies him as a “Bank, Insurance,
Mercantile and Express Stationer and Blank Book Manufacturer” and offers his
“Engraving, Lithography & Job Printing” services. Eight pages of ads at the rear
are devoted to Colt Revolving Fire Arms, with a list of satisfied customers that
includes Lewis Cass, Zachary Taylor, Gideon Pillow, J.J. Abert, Fremont, Emory,
Marcy, and Van Buren, among many others, and with instructions for cleaning
various models. The text is also illustrated with a handful of lithographed plates,
among them some portraits of express company owners and founders. Streeter’s
copy, in much lesser condition, sold for $250 at his sale.
HOWES S1008. SABIN 91826. STREETER SALE 3106.
$3500.

With a Chronology of Memorable Events,
Ending with the Victory at Yorktown
21. Strong, Nehemiah: AN ASTRONOMICAL EPHEMERIS, CALENDER,
OR ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1784. Hartford: Printed
by Hudson & Goodwin, [1783]. [24]pp. 12mo. Gathered signatures, recently restitched. First and last pages somewhat soiled, interior lightly foxed but otherwise
clean. A very good copy.
A very clean and well-maintained copy of this scarce Connecticut almanac from
the early Confederation period. Strong, a Yale graduate who became the college’s
first professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in 1770, was Connecticut’s
most famous publisher of almanacs under a variety of pseudonyms in the late 18th
century. His almanac for 1783 was the first to be published with his own initials;
while something of an open secret, this almanac for 1784 was the first to directly
reference the author by name. In addition to the usual calendars and notes, this
almanac contains a two page introduction by the author explaining the basic science of eclipses as well as a “Chronology of memorable events”, beginning with
the creation of the world and including a number of events from the American
revolutionary period, ending with “General Cornwallis defeated at York-Town.”
EVANS 18201. DRAKE 361. ESTC W25519
$600.

Profusely Illustrated Texas Promotional with Folding Map
22. [Texas]: IRRIGATION IN THE GULF COAST COUNTRY OF TEXAS.
[St. Louis]: Frisco Lines, [ca. 1912]. 32pp. including one full-page map, plus color
frontispiece, five leaves of color plates, and one folding map in two colors. Original
color printed pictorial wrappers, stapled. Wrappers and spine a bit worn. Small
closed tear in foredge of titlepage, else internally bright and clean. Very good plus.
A scarce and extensively illustrated promotional booklet for Texas released by the
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway. The modern town of Frisco, Texas was named
after the Frisco Lines, which operated from 1876 to 1980, though they never
extended anywhere near San Francisco in that time. The text of this promotional
discusses the climate, soil conditions, markets, and more for the Gulf Coast of

Texas, highlighting the warm weather
and the availability of cheap labor from
Mexico. Particularly, the booklet notes
how irrigation has essentially transformed
parts of Texas from an arid landscape to a lush and fertile bed for agriculture, and
provides substantial descriptions of many of the cities and towns of the lower Gulf
Coast as they were just beginning in the early 1900s. The final pages advertise
the “Steel Way to Texas” with reduced fares for homeseekers as well as services
for new immigrants, along with a map of Frisco Lines railroads in the central
United States. The large folding map depicts the entire state of Texas, with particular emphasis on Frisco rail lines. It also contains insets about annual rainfall,
a full map of the railway, “Big Facts About Texas” which are mostly statistical or
geographical, and another advertisement for Frisco’s steel train lines to Texas.
As is often the case with these railroad promotional booklets, new versions were
issued over several years. We find no evidence on OCLC of this particular edition, which contains more content than any of those recorded.
OCLC 14081952 (ref).
$1000.

Recollections from Frontier Wyoming,
Including Reprinted Lewis and Clark Manuscripts
23. Voorhees, Luke: PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF PIONEER LIFE
ON THE MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS OF THE GREAT WEST. [Cheyenne:
Privately Printed, 1920]. 76,[1]pp., including portrait. Original printed green cloth.
Worn at spine ends and corners, joints cracked but holding. Author’s signature
on front free endpaper. Top edge of text block worn with small vertical tears on
a number of pages. Some light foxing in places. Very good.
One of only 125 copies in the first edition of this narrative of early Wyoming and
the surrounding regions, signed by the author. Voorhees was an early frontiersman of that territory: “His narrative recounts a trip across the Plains to Smoky
Hill and the Republican River Country in 1857; trip to Pike’s Peak and the Gold
Diggings in 1859; Montana in 1863; buffalo hunting; Indians in the Black Hills
and Cheyenne Country, 1876-82; Early Stage Coach Days; the Metz Massacre;
early days in Salt Lake; and the organisation of Wyoming Territory” – Soliday.
“Contains some information on stage robbers and Slade’s killing of Jules Reni” –
Adams. Also contains sections on “Indian troubles” and the fate of General Custer.
Of particular historical interest is the appendix which begins on page forty-eight
and fills the rest of the volume, in which Voorhees describes how his family came
to own a number of Lewis and Clark manuscripts and reprints their contents.
HOWES V142 “aa.” SOLIDAY IV:960. GRAFF 4498. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 2277.
FLAKE 9492c.
$450.

An Amazing Narrative of Reconstruction Politics in Florida
24. Wallace, John: CARPETBAG RULE IN FLORIDA. THE INSIDE
WORKINGS OF THE RECONSTRUCTION OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT
IN FLORIDA AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE CIVIL WAR. Jacksonville, Fl.:
Da Costa Printing and Publishing House, 1888. 444pp. plus portrait frontispiece
and two portrait plates. Modern three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine ruled
in gilt, gilt leather label. Ink ownership inscription of Henry C. Clark (partially
trimmed) in upper margin of titlepage, purple ink ownership stamp reading “Henry
C. Clark Jacksonville, Fla.” on titlepage and one interior text leaf. Ink notes in
top margin of p.17, a few scattered penciled notes to text, otherwise quite clean
internally. A very good copy.
A controversial history of Reconstruction in Florida, by the longest-serving
Black elected official of the time. John Wallace (1842-1908) was born a slave in
North Carolina. When Union troops moved through the area in February, 1862
he seized the opportunity for freedom, and joined the Second Colored Infantry
the next year. He saw action in Florida, where he eventually settled. Wallace
was a page at the Florida Constitutional Convention in 1868 and was elected
constable of Leon County that same year. A Republican who often sided with
Democrats, he served two terms in the Florida House, followed by two terms
in the Florida Senate. In all, Wallace held elective office longer than any other
Black man in Florida.
Contrary to expectations, Carpetbag Rule in Florida (his only book), is very critical
of his fellow Republicans and Reconstruction rule, serving as a source for generations of historians critical of Reconstruction. Wallace’s views reflect the fractured
nature of Republican politics in Florida during Reconstruction, as well as his own
personal allegiances. He recounts his experiences in government and includes a
number of documents that reflect his views of people and events, including notes
from the 1868 constitutional convention, legislative debates, the unsuccessful effort to annex West Florida to Alabama, and railroad dealings. The book served
as a useful tool for Democrats during the 1888 election.
From the time of its publication many doubted that Wallace was the true author
of Carpetbag Rule in Florida. Some attributed it to Harrison Reed (1813-1889),
the first Republican Governor of Florida, who served from 1868 to 1873. Reed
is one of two other men whose engraved likeness is included here along with
Wallace; the other is Jonathan C. Gibbs, the first and only African-American
Secretary of State and Superintendent of Public Instruction in the history of
the state of Florida. Others have noted that the book may have been written by
Wallace’s political patron, William D. Bloxham, who was a leading Democrat and
was elected governor in 1880.
A scarce and controversial work by an African-American legislator in the deep
Reconstruction South.
HOWES W53, “b.” SERVIES 9109. BLOCKSON 2554. WORK, p.375. LINCOVE 1616, 1579 (note).
$4000.

The Will of George Washington
25. [Washington, George]: THE WILL OF GENERAL GEORGE WASHINGTON: TO WHICH IS ANNEXED, A SCHEDULE OF HIS PROPERTY,
DIRECTED TO BE SOLD. Alexandria: Printed from the record of the County
Court of Fairfax, 1800. 32pp. Original plain wrappers, stitched. Contemporary
ownership signature of Ann W. Hutchinson on inside front wrapper. Wrappers
chipped and soiled. Some tanning to text. Overall very good. In a green half
morocco slipcase and chemise, spine gilt.
First edition of Washington’s will, exceedingly rare in original wrappers. The
first codicil bequeaths the Washington estate to his wife, Martha, but the second
provision is by far the most famous – it is here that Washington provides for the
emancipation of his slaves upon the death of his wife. The same codicil makes
arrangements for the care of older and infirm freed slaves and for the education
of the younger freed slaves. The rest of the will contains detailed arrangements
for the dispersal of Washington’s property to his relatives and friends, including
the Marquis de Lafayette (who received a pair of steel pistols taken from the
British during the Revolution), and his nephew, Bushrod Washington, who took
possession of Washington’s personal papers and library, among other items. The
schedule of property gives a detailed accounting of Washington’s real property
holdings at the time of his death. The will reveals how wealthy Washington was,
with a value at the time of over a million dollars, making him one of the richest
men in the country.
This first edition of George Washington’s last will and testament was followed by
several other printings in 1800; as such, it has become very scarce in the market.
HOWES W145, “aa.” EVANS 39000. ESTC W29703. SABIN 101752.
$22,500.

Photos of the American West During WWI
26. [Western Photographica]: [VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
OF A FAMILY, LIKELY FROM TEXAS, IN THE EARLY 20th CENTURY].
[Texas? ca. 1917]. 136 original photographs of varying shapes and sizes, mostly about
3 x 3½ inches. Oblong photo album of black paper between brown velvet covers,
bound with string. Covers a bit scuffed and soiled, glue remnants on a number
of pages, photos in varying conditions. Numerous manuscript captions. Good.

A very personal vernacular photo album
of an apparently well-to-do family in
the American West during World War
I. Most of the photographs are posed
photographs of friends and family, sometimes captioned by a first name, date, or
comment on the image, such as “sweethearts.” In fact, several of the images appear to be of couples courting. The
captions in general provide precious little information, although the manuscript
next to a group of men loading a mule reads “Good Ol’ Texas.” Many photos are
taken on the family’s front porch or in front of their car, but a few depict men
on horseback or in uniform, and several are dated 1917 in the captions. One
of the photographs shows an outdoor basketball hoop and backboard (likely at
a schoolhouse) and another shows two men standing in front of “Kelley & Sons
Furniture and Hardware.” An intimate look into the year of a western American
family in the early 20th century.
$500.

communicating with headquarters and other ships in
the fleet, in addition to general code words for matters
pertaining to all vessels: numbers of barrels of sperm
or whale oil being carried, price of oil on the market,
amount for bank drafts drawn, etc. This booklet, entirely
in manuscript, begins with the helpful advice: “In writing
a Code Message be careful to spell correctly and write
distinctly.” Then follows an index listing each section:
“General Remarks,” “Reporting Sperm Oil,” “Price Sperm
Oil,” etc., along with codes specific to the whaling barks
Atlantic, Fleetwing, John Dawson, and Abraham Barker.
There is no particular cryptographic sophistication to
these codes, they are merely words to which the author
has assigned the agreed upon meanings detailed here.
That said, they would be nearly impossible to decipher,
as there is no real “code” to discover without a substantial sampling and ample context. For example, the
code word “Advice” translates to “Have offer for sperm
oil”; “Cab” means “Capt Mitchell [of the Atlantic] goes
again”; and “Foggy” means “1500 Barrels [of sperm oil].”
Security was paramount as whaling was a major industry
and corporate espionage via telegraph emerged as soon
as telegraphy did. Electrical telegraph lines could be
tapped by savvy operators and signals intercepted. And
while cable workers were required to sign confidentiality
agreements, they were often bribed to divulge messages.
Thus, this code provided yet another level of customizable
security. As long as everyone in the fleet had updated
code books (and made sure to spell correctly and write
distinctly), competitors would be hard pressed to get
behind the scenes of the cargo or routes of the Wing
Company’s fleet.

Manuscript Whaling Codebook:
Combating 19th-Century Corporate Espionage
27. [Whaling]: [Wing Company, Joseph & William R.]: [MANUSCRIPT
TELEGRAPHIC CODE BOOK FOR WHALERS BETWEEN NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS, AND SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA].
[New Bedford, Ma. 1883]. [1],62pp. 24mo. Original cardstock boards, stitched
as issued, manuscript title on front board. Light wear and faint staining to front
board, tiny gouge to rear board, wear to spine. Light even tanning throughout.
Small bookplate on rear board (see below). Very good.
A fascinating peek at the telegraph codes for whalers of the Joseph & William
R. Wing Company, the largest whaling firm in America in the second half of the
19th century. Each vessel in the Wing fleet had its own set of code words for

The Joseph & William R. Wing Company was the largest
whaling firm in the United States. Based in New Bedford, Massachusetts and
San Francisco, California during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the Wing
Company supported or outfitted 236 whaling voyages from 1852-1914 and were
one of the last whaling companies operating in the U.S. as whaling declined with
the rise of the petroleum industry.
This code book has the bookplate of Barbara Johnson, one of the great whaling
collectors of the 20th century. As the introduction to the Swann catalogue of
the Johnson sale notes: “If the adage ‘too much of a good thing’ has any merit,
it would ideally describe the Barbara Johnson Collection. The strengths of the
collection are manifold. As a private library of printed literature on Whaling
worldwide from the 16th century to the present, it is unsurpassed.”
J. & W.R. Wing & Company Records, New Bedford Whaling Museum Research
Library Mss 35.
$875.

The Curious Autobiography of a Vermonter in the West
28. Willard, Charles Henry: MULTUMISSIMO IN PARVO 700 YEAR HISTORY OF THE WILLARD FAMILY HARTLAND’S EARLIEST HISTORY
COL. OLIVER WILLARD FIRST SETTLER OF HARTLAND VERMONT
SIXTY YEARS IN WIDE=OPEN WOOLY WEST TWENTYFIVE YEARS
ON CRUTCHES. [N.p. 1924]. [4],1-44,44A,45-68pp., including frontispiece
portraits, plus tipped-in errata slip. 12mo. Original printed wrappers, stapled.
Wrappers a bit soiled with light center crease. One sentence struck through with
red and black ink on final page, interior otherwise clean and unmarked. Very good.
An idiosyncratic collection of poetry, observations, disjointed anecdotes, and
religious argumentation written by a man who claims to be the descendant of a
French Count. Willard describes it best in his own introduction:
“The title, ‘Multumissimo in Parvo,’ which means the very most possible to be
compressed into the smallest possible space is appropriate to this little book or
booklet, since it brings together the most important events of a very eventful,
strenuous life and leaves the reader to soar away, to any desired hight [sic], on
the wings of imagination in search of a multitude of events not in print.”
In addition to entertainment, his goals are to argue that his ancestor, Col. Oliver
Willard, was actually the first settler of Hartland, Vermont, and in the final pages
to advertise his newly printed “Hebrew Gospel,” the existence of which we can find
no evidence. The author tells numerous tales about his life, including fortunes won
and lost in mining, farming, sheep herding, and retail, tells jokes and humorous
anecdotes, writes songs and poems, muses on Christianity and Judaism, provides
a detailed family tree of the Willard family, and recounts many other observations
from his life (such as witnessing the discovery of dinosaur bones in Tucson which
he describes as “many thousands of years old”). A rare and curious book about
a curious man’s curious life; OCLC locates seven copies in libraries worldwide.
OCLC 11795369, 866548471, 191114276.
$650.

“That all and every Femes Covert...shall not on, or at any time after,
the decease of their respective husbands, have, or be entitled to any dower
of any estate forfeited to the People of this State by such attainder....”
29. [Women]: [New York]: IN ASSEMBLY – MARCH 6, 1802. COMMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HOUSE. AN ACT, TO
BAR CERTAIN FEMES COVERT FROM DOWER [caption title]. [Albany.
1802]. Letterpress broadside, 13½ x 8¼ inches. Docketed on verso. Old folds,
light foxing. Very good. Untrimmed.
An unrecorded slip-bill printing of an act presented in the New York state legislature in 1802 to prevent widows of Loyalists from receiving dowers for confiscated property. It is evidence not only of continuing acrimony toward Loyalists
and attempts to profit from their financial losses, but also of continued legal
efforts to keep women economically dependent in Federal-era America. This act
was probably considered or presented in conjunction with an “Act to Facilitate
the Discovery and Sale of the estates of Attainted Persons” that passed in the
same session. That act allowed New Yorkers who discovered property owned
by Loyalists, and subject to forfeiture under its 1779 Forfeiture Act, to receive
a twenty-five percent share of the proceeds of the sale of this newly-discovered
property. The present slip bill calls for preventing widows of deceased Loyalists
from receiving any property deemed subject to confiscation. “Femes covert” is a
legal term meaning simply, “married woman.” The final act as passed on March
31, 1802 does not mention widows of deceased Loyalists, but speaks simply of
heirs to confiscated lands.
“During the American Revolution, many states passed laws allowing them to
seize the property of known loyalists. So-called ‘confiscation laws’ effectively
criminalized dissent against the American Revolution. The seizure and sale of
loyalist property also raised revenue for the state by redistributing property
from Loyalists to the rest of the community. Many new states established their
legitimacy in the eyes of their constituents by depriving certain people of their
right to property. New York built one of the most robust property confiscation
regimes. In fact, New Yorkers started seizing loyalist property even before the
state ratified its Constitution. In March of 1777, the Provincial Convention - a
provisional government – created in counties under Patriot control ‘Committees of Sequestration,’ which seized property abandoned by Loyalists, auctioned
it off, and sent those funds to the state treasurer....Alexander Hamilton made
his legal career by representing former loyalists in lawsuits where they tried to
reclaim seized property. Many of the loyalists Hamilton represented were quite
wealthy, and Hamilton believed these men, and their capital, would prove critical
for building the United States. He wanted them to reintegrate into American
society. Resolving disputes over property confiscation was a critical first step in
accomplishing that goal, and enabling the broader transition from violent revolution into routine civil government. Hamilton won in New York. Most other
states also successfully reintegrated loyalists. The United States Constitution

even includes a clause prohibiting bills of attainder, the broad category of laws
under which confiscation acts fell. It took away from democratic state legislature
this coercive and punitive power to enforce political conformity” - Boonshoft.
The legal discourse on attainder and the confiscation of Loyalists’ property in
the state of New York seems to be largely silent on the issue of widows’ rights.
The present broadside illuminates a dark corner of this rather difficult issue,
and helps bring to light yet another instance when the rights of women in early
America were often null.
Slip-bills’ were printed in small numbers for the use of members of legislatures as
a bill is being debated and considered. They are quite uncommon survivals and
significant evidence of legislative intent and process. This slip-bill is unrecorded,
with no copies in auction records nor in OCLC.
Mark Boonshoft, “Dispossessing Loyalists and Redistributing Property in Revolutionary New York,” posted on the New York Public Library Blog (September
19, 2016).
$1000.

The Federal Government Instructs Victims of the Yazoo Land Fraud
on How to File for Reimbursement on Their Claims
30. [Yazoo Land Fraud]: IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES...IN
PURSUANCE OF THE ACT OF CONGRESS, ENTITLED “AN ACT FOR
AN AMICABLE SETTLEMENT OF THE LIMITS OF THE STATE OF
GEORGIA, AND AUTHORISING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A GOVERNMENT IN THE MISSISSIPPI TERRITORY...” [caption title and portion
of opening text]. [Washington, D.C. February 21, 1814]. 9pp. Folio. Gathered
signatures, bound with a single stitch. Old folds, minor staining, two small holes
in last leaf not touching text. Ink ownership signature of “Thomas Worthington,
Esq.” at top of first page. Overall very good. Untrimmed.
A Senate slip-bill printing of language eventually included in the final act of the
United States Congress governing the Yazoo land scandal. In 1795, the Georgia
legislature granted much of the land in the present state of Alabama to four land
companies, which in turn sold shares to numerous investors all over the country;
however, charges of bribery were raised and the grant was rescinded the following
year. This left the investors high and dry, and many of them sued Georgia to
prevent the rescinding of the sale which had made their investments worthless.
The state of Georgia tried to void the fraud-induced sales, but in 1810 the United
States Supreme Court ruled in Fetcher v. Peck that the voiding of the sales was
unconstitutional, the first time in American history that the federal court had
overridden a state law. Finally, in 1814, the federal government took over the
lands and paid off the claims.
The present work is concerned with paying off those claims. By 1814, the federal government took charge of the claims involved in the Yazoo land scandal, in
order to settle the issue once and for all. The proposed legislation here amends
the 1803 Act of Cession, and was issued as a committee report by Senator John
Taylor of South Carolina, who submitted it to the Secretary of the Senate, Samuel
A. Otis on February 21, 1814. The language here acts much like a modern-day
class action lawsuit. The first section calls for all claimants to Yazoo lands to
report claims by a given date. The second section establishes a board of commissioners to examine the claims.
The longest section, Section 3 is the most interesting. In it, the government
proposes to send approved claims to the president, who will then issue stock
certificates payable on the U.S. Treasury, “arising from the sale of public lands in
the Mississippi territory, after the purchase money due to the state of Georgia and
the expenses of surveying such lands have been satisfied.” The act then assigns
dollar amount totals to be paid to the four original stock companies involved in
the Yazoo land case, with a proportion of which intended for each investor still
holding a valid claim. The land companies cited here by name are the Upper
Mississippi Company, the Tennessee Company, the Georgia Mississippi Company,
and the Georgia Company, along with individuals who invested personally and
still have outstanding personal claims. The remainder of Section 3 lays out the

rules and procedures for receiving claims, along with another passage (also labeled
section three, stipulating that 95% of every hundred dollars to be paid in stock
certificates, with the remaining five dollars in cash).
The last four sections involve moneys owed to the state of Georgia, the procedures for recovery for funds already received by claimants, the authorization of
access to the president for “all such vouchers and testimony within the archives
or treasury” regarding this matter, and finally, a provision that claimants must
follow the decisions made in this act or forfeit their claims altogether.
The final act governing the Yazoo land fraud was passed on March 31, 1814,
just over a month after the present slip bill was circulated in Congress. “An
act providing for the indemnification of certain claimants of public lands in the
Mississippi territory” was approved by Congress, with the final bill consisting of
nine sections. Much of the current slip bill is included or incorporated in the
final legislation, with both sections labeled section three in the slip bill broken
out into sections three and four in the final bill, and with an additional section
(section eight) in the final bill covering a minimum age requirement of twentyone years of age for claims (or procedures for guardianships in cases where the
claimants are under age). The same four land companies are named in section
three of the final act, and the totals awarded to each remain the same.
The present slip-bill belonged to Thomas Worthington, who signed his name at
the top of the first page. Worthington was at this time serving his second term as
a United States Senator from Ohio. He would resign from the Senate later this
same year, on December 1, 1814, after being elected Governor of Ohio. The work
here includes a handful of ink emendations, including a couple of dates written in
ink in Section 2. These were presumably added by Worthington as he consulted
with his colleagues in the Senate on the legislation. The slip bill is docketed on
the verso of the final leaf, “Bill on Yazoo,” presumably in Worthington’s hand.
Shaw and Shoemaker list two pieces of slightly-earlier legislation relating to the
same act, both of which are held by institutions listing them in OCLC. The
present document is not listed in OCLC, and likely only survived in the hands
of Senate committee members, like the present copy.
$2000.
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